Reception Homework—26/2/16
The ideas below are just some suggestions of things you can do this week to
support the learning we have been doing in class. Record all learning in your
child’s homework book and feel free to write, draw, stick or take photographs
(whatever you need to engage your child).
Literacy



Read with your child and make a

Mathematics



comment in their reading record book
daily (don’t forget on RM books there are
lots of nocturnal animal books in the
school library).





This week we have read, shared and
role played the story of Owl Babies. If
you have a copy share it with your
child (if you haven’t see if you can get
one from Thornaby library or watch it
on You Tube by searching Owl
Babies).

Practice the relevant words sent home
(reading or spelling).

This week we have been looking at
subtraction (take away, less). This is best
supported with the use of objects (food
works well) . If you give your child a group
of objects (10 is best to start with) then
you can roll a dice and your child can take
that number away (eat the amount!)—
how many is left? We have looked at
recording this using minus sign—and =.



This week we have learnt to count in 5’s.
Help your child say the multiples of 5 up
to 50 (5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45,
50).

As you know we brush our teeth in school daily. Using the attached sheet can you help
your child to record their own tooth brushing at home—it may be a tick list of when
brushed, a photograph of them with their toothbrush, you can write about a tooth
brushing/dentist achievement, stick/draw things your child does to keep teeth healthy.
Please don’t stick this work into your child’s homework book. We will place it in their
learning journey book and it will contribute towards the evidence we are collecting for
the end of Reception early learning goals.

Don’t miss out on daily tweets about life in Reception.
Follow @vptted and share your child’s learning at school. We
love getting tweets about what your family are getting up to at
home.

